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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to information communications within interactive multimedia systems and more

particularly to an apparatus and a method for selecting a category of viewers in an interactive multimedia system that

5 can be dedicated to interactive TV.

[0002] The exchanges of information according to an environment of interactive multimedia devices involve at least

a broadcaster and a plurality of multimedia terminals linked to the broadcaster by a communication network.

[0003] A structure for exchanging audiovisual information and service information between a transmitter and an in-

teractive multimediaterminal generally includes adirectpath, viawhichthe interactive audiovisual programs and services

10 associated therewith are transmitted and a return path via which one or more terminals can communicate interactively

with said transmitter. The direct path includes, in the case of an analog transmission, a modulator enabling information

of the Teletext type for example to be inserted into the frame return lines (VBI: vertical blanking interval) of an analog

video signal. In the case of a digital transmission, a data insertion unit allows the time-division multiplexing of packets

of audio and video data, service data and private data for example according to the MPEG-2 standard.

15 [0004] Such environment is similar to Figure 1 . The interactive services are associated with broadcast audiovisual TV
programs.

[0005] Basically, in the prior art, the environment of interactive multimedia devices is based on networks structure

involving:

20 - a broadcasting data path (120) also called " broadcasting network " which is multiplexed with the broadcast audio-

visual signal; and

a return path (140) on a telephone line or a cable to offer interactivity to connected end-users. As is shown in this

Figure 1 , the return path may be a telephone or a cable network.

25 [0006] The broadcasting data path (1 20) is simply connected to a data insertion unit (1 1 0) which receives A/V signals

and interactive data on one side, and to an interactive terminal (1 60) on the other side. In the same way, the return path

(1 40) is connected to a server (1 80) on one side and to the interactive terminal (1 60) on the other side.

[0007] Interactivity provided to all viewers can generate the following disagreements:

30 - |f the interactivity option is proposed and if it is very attractive for the targeted viewers, then overflow or jam of the

return path can occur in the return path network such as telephone network, especially in prime time;

Conversely during a vote or a commercial, viewer having a wrong profile contribute to overflow the return path and

block the viewers with the targeted profile to participate.

The efficiency and the quality of the interactive service may be jeopardized by a great number of viewers whose
35 profiles do not fit with the desired objectives.

The data rate available to broadcast information multiplexed with audiovisual signals is limited to few thousands

bits per second. Solutions consisting in selected terminals by their physical address generate a quantity of data that

saturates the data bandwidth.

40 [0008] Furthermore, another constraint should be taken into account according to which providers have expressed

their desire to focus a specific message to a specific population.

[0009] For example, an advertisement agency would like to design an interactive advertisement but would like to

restrict the access to the interactivity option for a selected population. They want to restrict the interactivity to viewers

having the sociological profile corresponding to people targeted by the message included in the advertisement or audi-

45 ovisual program.

[0010] A pending European patent application numbered 97 403044.7 relating to " a process for controlling the com-

munication flow within an interactive network " owned by Thomson Multimedia, describes a process wherein during each

interactive program, a group of data is sent to each terminal. The group of data is intended to set up a protocol for

establishing interactive communications between a transmission station and the terminals. This process is implemented
50 in the same environment as the one of the present invention.

[0011] A US patent 4,602,279 discloses " a method for providing targeted profile interactive CATV displays " to be

used for an interactive communications system such as an interactive cable television system. This method aims to

interactively create a selection profile for a subscriber and to interactively select in real time one of a plurality of messages
based upon the selection profile whereby multiple users of a one-way television signals distribution network may obtain

55 an individualized or tailored program information content for a television programming sequence. But according to this

technique, no method is provided to implement it for the viewer's selection on the terminal side, which is the main

drawback. Besides, the requested data are not accurate and easily processed so as to update the data. There is no

homogeneity of the installed base terminal, no quantification of the terminal having the targeted profile; and no method
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described for a multi-criteria selection. In addition, this technique is directed to the use of 4 channels broadcasting

whereas the present invention can be implemented with a single channel broadcasting.

[0012] The document W094/13107 discloses a novel advanced set top terminal capable of digital decompression,

menu generation and interactivity. The set top box can be easily upgradeable by the use of expansion cards. The
5 expansion cards contains a central unit and a software for processing service and program information received from

the broadcast network. A menu allows the introducing by the viewer of demographic information for creating a personal

profile. These demographic information are used for assisting the set top box in targeting advertisements or suggesting

programs to the viewer.

[0013] There is an additional problem which is the short time reaction in this interactive selection and response. Solution

10 exists in digital TV to address a particular subscriber. Each multimedia terminal or digital set-top-box (STB) is referenced

by an address. Each time a message is sent through the satellite network to a restricted number of set- top-boxes, the

broadcast message is concatenated with addresses of each STB concerned. For instance, a message addressed to 1

million subscribers is associated to 1 million addresses.

[0014] In this particular example, 1 million subscribers means that it requires to have an address of at least 20 bits.

15 Therefore, we need 20 millions bits to broadcast which corresponds a file of 2,5 Mbytes. Considering a bandwidth of

9600 bit/s dedicated to interactive data, it will take 2083 seconds (or 35 minutes) to address each interactive terminal.

[0015] In the case of viewer's profile given by the subscription form, it is quite easy to extract the correct STB's

addresses from the subscriber's or viewer's database and to broadcast them multiplexed with the audiovisual program.

[0016] However, targeted applications require a short time reaction from the viewer and the audiovisual program that

20 is concerned (few seconds for a commercial), it hardly ever exceed a minute. Consequently, the 35 minutes required to

address all interactive terminals is inapplicable.

Summary of the invention

25 [0017] It is an object of the present invention to homogenize the information provided by the viewers by requesting

criteria information according to a standardized format to be stored in the terminals and in the service provider viewer

database.

[0018] It is another object of the invention to process the criteria information so as to enable to classify the viewers in

different categories and to target them more accurately and more efficiently.

30 [0019] It is thus another object of the invention to select a specific terminal or a category of viewers by using their

profiles and not by using their physical addresses.

[0020] It is a further object of the invention to react in a very short time in an interactive application mainly forcommercial

purposes.

[0021] To have access to the interactive services, viewer has to register himself at the interactive service providers.

35 At the registration phase, the viewer fills in a form giving some criteria corresponding to his profile such as his age, job,

single, married, gender, number of children, age of children, etc.

[0022] The viewer's registration can be done by the viewer:

either by filling an electronic form displayed on the terminal screen and when this registration is validated by the

^o viewer, the information is transmitted via a network to the service provider viewers database;

either by filling a paper form. This paper form is sent by mail to the service provider who updates the service provider

viewer database;

either by calling a telephone operator who directly fills the form according to the information given by the viewer and

then sends the criteria information to the service provider viewer database.

45

[0023] The form and thus the types of criteria are the same for all viewers, which assures the homogeneity of the

information stored in the terminals that constitutes the installed-terminal-basis. By filling the form, the viewer selected

one of the possible values of each proposed criteria.

[0024] Further to the viewer's terminal installation, the criteria are stored into the terminal permanent memory. This

50 stored criteria can be updated each time new criteria information are provided by the registered viewer.

[0025] In order to address specific sociological profile, and to save bandwidth, a filter is attached to the digital data

multiplexed with the audiovisual signal. The filter is a combination of a criteria set and a script. Then, each operational

interactive terminal receives the digital data with a filter attached. Each interactive terminal demultiplexes digital infor-

mation from the audiovisual signal using the existing techniques as for example EPG, Teletext and reads the filter

55 attached to the digital data. The interactive terminal applies the script of the filter to the criteria included in the filter and

to the criteria programmed during the installation phase. If the result of this operation is positive then the interactive

terminal takes the decision to authorize the access to the digital data previously associated to the filter. Otherwise, the

digital data are discarded.

3
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[0026] I n the service operation, the operator or his clients have the possibility to associate at least one filter by interactive

application in order to target or address a predefined subgroup of registered viewers. A filter is composed of a set of

values corresponding viewers criteria dictionary. The criteria dictionary is the list of predefined criteria which constitute

the database.

5 [0027] When an application is broadcast with at least one associated filters, the terminal " compare " the received filter

(s) to the profile stored in the terminal permanent memory. This comparison consists in applying the script of the filter

to the criteria included in the filter and to the criteria included in the stored profile If the comparison is positive then the

application is executed by the terminal. Thus, the application is accessible only by the predefined subgroup. The other

subgroups cannot have access to the application. This implementation concerns the case where a filter is associated

10 with a single interactive application.

[0028] Therefore, according to the present invention, the method for selecting a category of viewers in an interactive

multimedia system comprising a plurality of interactive terminals, each one containing a memory that stores a viewer's

profile, a broadcasting network and a return path network, the broadcasting network receiving AudioNideo data and

interactive data, wherein the interactive data can be executed so as to return back a signal on the return path network;

15 the method comprises the steps of:

receiving audio/video data multiplexed with a filter data corresponding to the selected category of viewers;

comparing the received filter data to the viewer's profile stored in the interactive terminal memory; and

responsive to the comparison, executing the interactive data so as to allow an interactive connection or discarding

20 the received filter data.

[0029] In another implementation, a plurality of filters, let's say a number N, is associated with a single interactive

application. In such case, the comparison continues until one of the N filters match the profile stored in the terminal

permanent memory. If one of the filters matches the profile, the interactive application is executed else the application

25 is ignored.

[0030] In another improvement, a plurality of filters is associated with an interactive application with different contents

or whose content is variable. Each filter is attached to a content. One of the content is considered as a default content

in case no filter matches the terminal profile. Each of the other contents has its own specific condition and it is displayed

if the corresponding filter matches the profile stored in the terminal permanent memory.
30 [0031] According to the present invention, an apparatus for selecting viewer's profile can be used in connection with

the above mention method.

[0032] Furthermore, the solution brought by the present invention is independent from the type of network no matter

a terrestrial, an analog or digital satellite, an analog or digital cable is used.

[0033] Other characteristics and advantages of the invention will emerge from the description of some embodiments
35 taken by way of non-limiting examples with reference to the appended figures.

Figure 1 represents an environment wherein the present invention is implemented.

Figure 2 shows a selection of a viewer's profile owing to a filter associated to the interactive terminal.

40

Figure 3 shows a filtering process according to the present invention.

Figure 4 illustrates an application of the present invention in the commercials inserting a logotype in the EPG for

service providers and advertisement agencies.

45

Figure 5 shows an other application of the present invention in a modifiable content depending on TV viewer's profile.

[0034] As is shown in Figure 1 , the interactive TV environment involves at least a broadcaster (170) associated to a

server (150) on one side and at least an interactive terminal (160). Both sides are connected through by two networks:

50 the broadcasting network and the return path network.

[0035] The broadcasting network (120) is connected on one side to a data insertion unit (1 10) which receives the

AudioNideo signals (1 72) from a broadcaster (1 70) and interactive data, electronic program guide or Teletext data (1 52)

from a first server (150). On the other side, the broadcasting network is connected to a plurality of interactive terminals

(160) controlled by a remote control or keyboard (130) of the viewer.

55 [0036] Conversely, the return path network (1 40) is composed of a plurality of lines that connect the interactive terminals

(1 60) to asecond server (1 80). This second server (1 80) manages and controls a viewer database of the service providers

(100). There are several databases but one is dedicated to the viewer database.

[0037] In digital and analog environment, the data insertion unit (1 1 0) includes a synchronization function which allows

4
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the synchronization of the audio, video and data. But, more specifically, in an Analog TV environment, the data insertion

unit (110) is an equipment which performs the insertion of digital data in an audiovisual signal. Such equipment is

particularly used for the insertion of Teletext or EPG information in VBI lines (Video Blanking Interleaves) of an analog

channel. In Digital TV, the data insertion unit (110) is an equipment which multiplexes simple logical digital bit streams

5 into a format that complies to the transport MPEG-2 bit stream. A simple logical bit stream can be for instance a video,

audio or data bit stream.

[0038] Concerning the interactive terminal (1 60), this latter is for instance a multimedia terminal allowing the interpre-

tation and delivery of audiovisual information and digital data. This terminal includes a display for visual information,

loudspeakers for audio information, a demodulator for cable and/or for digital satellite and/or for terrestrial network

10 dedicated to the reception of the broadcast signal, a modem for cable and/or for Public Switching Network dedicated to

the return path, a digital calculator for the system control, an OSD for the insertion of message and graphs on video

displays and an IR. remote control and/or a keyboard. The system control of the multimedia terminal is similar to the

one of a personal computer, it is for instance a microprocessor to which are added a RAM, a ROM, an EPROM or a

Flash PROM with an IR. peripheral and any other peripherals.

15 [0039] The interactive terminal has a programmable memory such as a Flash EPROM or E2PROM to save a config-

uration. This configuration may be programmed either by the manufacturers or by the retailers, or by the service providers

via the cable or telephone network. In addition, according to the present invention this terminal can be partly programmed
by the viewer himself through an electronic registration form display onto the terminal screen. The configuration can be

programmed and updated at anytime via the network or by the viewer himself depending on the implementation of the

20 registration process. The configuration includes at least the registration number of the viewer (so-called viewer Id or

personal Identifier) and a Terminal Identifier. The configuration shall be completed by the viewer profile further to his

registration.

[0040] In general, this interactive terminal or multimedia terminal (1 60) can be physically a personal computer, a TV
set associated with a connected Set-Top-Box or a TV set with all the features listed above embedded in excepted the

25 remote control.

[0041] The remote control is a usual remote control generally delivered with a TV set with a special key or a plurality

of keys dedicated to Interactivity. During an interactive program or clip, a logotype or a message appears on the display

which invites the viewer to participate and to react. By pressing one or more of these special keys, the viewer has access

to the interactivity function proposed. This interactivity function is for instance a vote, agame choice, a brochure command,
30 a survey, etc.

[0042] More generally, the services offered by such system are:

Interactive commercials (extra information, coupon by mail, brochure by mail etc.)

Games, Quiz show
35 - Contest : vote

Gambling

Request for Extra information regarding a program (car races, basket ball, movies)

EPG, Game result, Weather, etc.

40 [0043] According to the present invention, the second server (180) is a logical entity which can include one or more

physical server computers in communication through a data network and which has the main following functions :

1) The server manages the database where all viewer registration forms are stored. Further to a registration of a

new viewer, his profile is stored in this database. His profile may contain sociological data and any other data that

45 enable to classify the viewers into the appropriate categories. Once the criteria given by the registered viewer are

recorded in database of the service provider, the criteria are associated to the Viewer Identifier (Viewer Id.) and to

the Terminal Identifier (Terminal Id.).

2) The second server (180) manages communications received from the interactive terminals. It collects the infor-

50 mation such as the viewer identifier or the terminal identifier and the message associated.

3) In some case, the second server sends information to the interactive terminal for its configuration at its own
initiative, for instance for update purpose, or simply at the request of the viewer, for instance for registration.

55 4) Depending on the kind of network, the server manages the protocol of the communication which can be DTMF,
voice, videotex, supra-voice, TCP/IP etc.

[0044] The viewer having access to the interactive services are registered in the database as a registered viewer or

5
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a " subscriber " by the service provider. In the registration form, some criteria representing the viewer profile have to be

filled in, and are stored by the service provider. Therefore, each viewer is known by the interactive service provider and

identified thanks to an identifier embedded in the interactive terminal (Viewer Id.). Each time a viewer reacts to a broadcast

message appearing on the interactive terminal screen by pressing a key on the remote control, the viewer request is

5 satisfied either locally thanks to data previously broadcast and available in the terminal memory, or thanks to a message
which is sent to the interactive server via the return path network associated to the viewer Id.

[0045] Interactive services, offering interactivity through a return path network, insert in the broadcast message the

telephone number (or the physical address) of the corresponding second server (180). Broadcast messages for inter-

activity or a part of the messages are stored in the terminal memory, and on viewer request, the telephone number (or

10 the address) is read from the terminal memory and used to establish a communication with the interactive server. When
the communication is established with the server, a data exchange begins.

[0046] Therefore, each time a particular profile is to be selected, a message dedicated to that type of profiles is

broadcast. For example, the message corresponding to parents more than 30 years old with 2 children, is broadcast

multiplexed with the audiovisual signals. This message is associated to a particular filter which contains the criteria more
15 than 30 years old with 2 children. Thus, only families composed of parents who are more than 30 years old with 2 children

will have access to the interactive application, to the digital data, etc.

[0047] In Figure 2, a basic procedure of selection of a viewer's profile or a plurality of viewer's profiles registered in

the viewer database is illustrated. According to the present invention, each interactive terminal is associated to a profile.

[0048] The selection procedure starts by broadcasting the message multiplexed with the audiovisual signals to all

20 interactive terminals that are tuned to the corresponding " channel " in the analog terminology or the corresponding
" service" in the digital terminology. Afterwards, each interactive terminal demultiplexes the signals so as to separate

the AN signals (204) to be transmitted to the display from the message and the filter (202) to be compared to the profile

(226) stored in the interactive terminal memory.

[0049] According to the result of the comparison, the message is either transmitted (224) to the display or discarded

25 (222) in a garbage (240).

[0050] It should be kept in mind that this selection procedure concerns the case where a single message is to be

displayed on the screen of the interactive terminal. Should there be a plurality of messages, a corresponding number

of filters is to transmitted with the messages multiplexed with the AN signals. After the comparison with the terminal

profile, the message corresponding the filter that fits with the profile is displayed on the screen. The other messages
30 are discarded.

[0051] In an improved implementation, an interactive application, a message or part of the interactive application or

message can be associated with one or more filters. There are three different cases. The first and second cases concern

the conditional application starting, meaning that only TV viewers whose profiles match the broadcast filter(s) have

access to the broadcast application; and the third case concerns the conditional information posting, meaning that the

35 same broadcast application may display different contents to the TV viewers according to the result of the matching

process between the broadcast filter(s) and the stored profile.

The conditional application starting

^o Case 1 : one filter for one Interactive application

[0052] If the filter does not match the profile stored in the terminal permanent memory, then the interactive application

is ignored (refer to Figure 2), else the application is executed

45 Case 2 : a plurality of filters (N filters) for one interactive application

[0053] All the filters are tested successively so as to determine if it matches the profile stored in the terminal permanent

memory. This procedure continue until one of the N filters matches the profile stored in the terminal or until all filter has

been reviewed without success.

50 [0054] For instance, if filter 1 does not match the profile stored in the terminal, then the terminal checkfilter 2. Conversely,

if filter 2 does not match the profile stored in the terminal then the terminal check the filter 3 etc.

[0055] If one the N filters match the profile stored in the terminal then the application is executed else the application

is ignored.

55
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The conditional information posting

Case 3: a plurality of filters (N filters) for one interactive application with different contents (N+1

)

5 [0056] An interactive application can include different contents with specific conditions linked to each content. The

specific condition consists in having a filter attached to the content which is displayed if the filter matches the profile

stored in the terminal. One of the content is considered as a default content in case no filter matches the Terminal profile.

The additional content refers to the default content. This case is illustrated in Figure 5 that will describe more in details

later on.

10

Performance

[0057] The simple example illustrated in Figure 3 can be used to demonstrate the efficiency of any one of such

procedure: the filter can be seen as a broadcast script applied between required broadcast criteria and stored criteria.

15 To encode the calculation of Figure 3 "if (Cf1 <= Cp1) and (Cf2 = Cp2) or (Cf3 != Cp3) ... and (Cfx = Cpx)", we can

choose to encode each criterion and each operator used to compare broadcast and stored criteria (<=,=,/=, etc.) on one

byte and to encode the and and the or operator on one bit. Thus, if we assume that 256 criteria can be used at the same
time (x= 256, which is overestimated), each criterion having 256 different possible values, the filter can be compared to

a file containing 256 bytes + 256 bytes + 32 bytes (255 bits) = 544 bytes. With a bandwidth of 9600 bits/s, it takes a

20 maximum of 0.46 second to broadcast the criteria file. According to the complexity of the script of the filter, the required

bandwidth may increase because of the chosen coding but in the same time, the ability to express complex criteria

increases too.

[0058] When receiving the filter, the interactive terminal make the comparison with the criteria stored in the terminal

permanent memory during the initialization phase and if the result is positive then the access is proposed to the viewer

25 so as to let him interact in the interactive application. However, to be pragmatic, the panel is selected by choosing a

limited number of criteria (less than 10) which reduces drastically the number of bytes to transmit and the bandwidth

needed to broadcast the filter.

[0059] Figure 3 shows the filter format and the filtering process in the case of one filter and one interactive application.

[0060] A profile is a list of criteria values. There is only one value per criteria and a criteria cannot have different values

30 within the same profile. And each criterion in a profile can be classified into 2 categories: a qualitative criterion and a

quantitative criterion.

qualitative criterion: can take different values without any mathematical relationship. For example, the Newspaper
Read criterion can be associated to the values: New-York Times, Herald Tribune, Washington Post, USA Today,

35 etc. There is specific order relationship between these criteria;

quantitative criterion or numerical criterion: can take a finite number of values for which an order relation can be

applied lower than (<), greater than (>), equal to (=) or for which the interval notion makes sense. For example, the

Age, the number of children belong to such category of criteria. Having 2 children is greater than having 1 child.

40

[0061] For the qualitative criterion, the operator applied between the filter and the corresponding value stored in the

profile are limited to either: = (equal to) <> (different from).

[0062] Concerning the quantitative criterion, the operator applied between the filter and the corresponding value stored

in the profile can be either:

45

= (equal to), <> (different from), > (greater than),

< (lower than), >= (greater or equal to), <= (lower or equal to),

e
[]
(belongs to interval), £ []

(not belong to interval).

50

[0063] Therefore, a specific processing of these filters formats is performed. The filtering is processed by applying

each part of the filter to the corresponding criterion of the terminal profile. Any expression can be used to perform the

filtering process such as (F1 Op1 P1) AND (F2 Op2 P2) AND (F3 Op3 P3) AND... (Fx Opx Px). If the result is true, then

the family profile corresponds to the defined criteria and is targeted by the Broadcaster of the Server. In this way, it is

55 possible to select the viewers profile, for instance for a target family with at least 2 children AND owning a BMW car

AND having no boat.

[0064] The filter format consists in having per filter a script of any complexity describing the targeted viewers categories:

(Cf1 OperatoM Cp1) Operator11 (Cf2 Operator2 Cp2) Operator12 (Cf3 Operator3 Cp3)...

7
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where, Cf1 stands for Criterion 1 of the filter

Cp1 stands for Criterionl of the profile

[0065] If the result of the operation is 1 it means that the result is positive.

Application to Case 1 : One Filter / One Application

[0066] The previous algorithm as defined fully applies.

Application to Case 2: N Filters/ One Application

[0067] [F1][F2]....[FN][Application] are transmitted together. The implicit operation between two filters is the OR op-

eration. This combination of filters can be translated into the following N equations:

(F1:C1 Operator! P1) Operator! 1 (F1:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operator12...0perator1(n-1) (F1:Cn Operatorn Pn)

OR

(F2:C1 Operator! P1) Operator21 (F2:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operator22...0perator2(n-1) (F2:Cn Operatorn Pn)

OR

OR

(Fn:C1 Operatorl P1) Operatorml (Fn:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operatorm2...0peratorm(n-1) (Fn:Cn Operatorn Pn)

where the Operatorl associated to Filterl may different from Operatorl associated to Filter2 and so on.

[0068] If one of the N equations is positive then the global result of the equation is positive.

Application to Case 3: N filters / One Application with N+1 contents, the additional content being dedicated to the default

content

[0069] [Filter1][Content1][Filter2][Content2]....[FILTERN][CONTENTN][Default][Default Content]

[0070] The implicit operation corresponds to the following equation:

8
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IF (F1:C1 Operatorl P1) Operator11 (F1:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operator! 2....Operatorl n-1 (F1:Cn Operatorn Pn) = 1 then Display Contentl

ELSE

IF (F2:C1 Operatorl P1) Operator21 (F2:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operator22....0perator2n-1 (F2:Cn Operatorn Pn) = 1 then Display Content2

ELSE

IF (Fn:C1 Operatorl P1) Operatorml (Fn:C2 Operator2 P2)

Operatorm2.0peratormn-1 (Fn:Cn Operatorn Pn) = 1 then Display Contentn

ELSE

[0071 ] Display default content.

[0072] For illustration, here is an example of profile that is shown in Figure 3:

P1 : Number of children in the family

P2: Type of cars in family

P3: Family Revenue
P4: Mineral water drunk by family

etc.

[0073] Figure 4 illustrates an application of the present invention in the case of insertion of the logotype advertisement

that is displayed with an electronic program guide "EPG" mainly dedicated for service providers and advertisement

agencies. This logotype may represent for instance a trademark, a design or any other symbols.

[0074] The content providers who want to provide interactive programs or to send a specific message to a targeted

population through a broadcasting network (500), may address to a selected number of viewers different messages
depending on the type of services. For instance, viewers with profile 1 will have an EPG page A (520) with a commercial

logotype containing trademark 1 (522) and viewers with profile 2 will have an EPG page A (530) with a commercial

logotype containing trademark 1 (532). For such interactive application, it is highly requested not to select a specific

terminal by using a physical address but rather by using a sociological profile.

[0075] This kind of interactive application applies especially when an interactive commercial generates an off-line

action such as sending a mail, sending commercial coupons offering x% discount in a shop, sending a brochure. The

possibility to select a population limits the number of people to a population which has a real motivation. Then, the off-

line action as a mail, will have a higher efficiency by providing a high quality feedback and the cost will decrease.

From the viewer point of view, the interactive audiovisual program will call him for an action only on program to which

he would normally react. He will not be polluted by messages he is not interesting in.

[0076] In another interactive application, advertisement agencies and/or service providers may want to send a specific

message to a specific population. Indeed, in order to finance the services provided, more and more service providers

insert commercial logotype in the information pages. Services such as Electronic Program Guide and Teletext use the

insertion of commercial logotype to finance the service. But, generally the place available on a page for such logotype

is limited and a logotype is broadcast to all viewers. The described method allows the presentation of a commercial

logotype according to viewer profile using a narrow bandwidth for addressability. For example, an EPG service can

broadcast an EPG page with a commercial area which is filled in by different commercial logotypes according to the

viewer's profile.

[0077] Figure 5 shows another implementation of the present application wherein the interactive application has

different contents depending on TV viewer's profile.

[0078] Indeed, a filtering process based on profiles is established from the information collected after the viewers have

returned their subscription forms. According to this filtering process, the viewers have access to the same application

at the same time but its content may differ. Some part of the application represented by an icon or a text can be linked

to filters and its content appears differently according to the result of the comparison between the filters and the viewer's
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profile stored in the interactive terminal permanent memory. This content may be for example the amount of offered

coupons in a commercial message.

[0079] As in shown in Figure 5, on the screen (600) of an interactive terminal, a field of the text may vary according

to the profile stored in the terminal. This field is for instance the price or the reduction as it is shown. In this particular

case, by comparing the profile stored in the terminal with the three filters, the amount of reduction is different. For filterl

(61 0) the reduction is 5 francs, for filter2 (620), the reduction is 1 0 francs, and for filter3 (630), the reduction is 1 5 francs.

[0080] In this implementation, the commercial logotype " Tak " is kept unchanged. But the logotype can vary according

to the filter and to the viewer's profile.

[0081 ] It should be kept in mind that the combination of the two functionalities illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 is possible

so that in that case, not only the logotype that appears on the screen varies according to the viewer's profile and also

the content of a part of the text displayed on the screen of the interactive terminal.

Claims

1. Method for selecting at least a category of viewers in an interactive multimedia system comprising a plurality of

interactive terminals (160), each one containing a memory that stores a viewer's profile, a broadcasting network

(120) and a return path network (140), said broadcasting network receiving audio/video data and interactive data

including a plurality of interactive contents, wherein said interactive data can be executed so as to return back on

said return path network a signal; said method comprising the steps of:

- entering a viewer's profile performed by filling a received electronic form, the viewer's profile being stored in

said interactive terminal memory;
- receiving (200) audio/video data multiplexed with two or more filters, each corresponding to a selected category

of viewers and to one of said interactive contents;

- comparing (220) sequentially said filters to the viewer's profile stored in an interactive terminal memory; and
- responsive to said comparison, executing (260) with the interactive terminal one of said interactive contents

if the corresponding filter matches with the viewer's profile stored, so as to allow an interactive connection, or

discarding (240) said filter

characterised in that: said electronic form is requested by the viewer and is received via the return path network

(140).

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein said sequential comparison between the filters and the viewer's profile

ends if one of said filters matches with said viewer's profile so as to consider the corresponding interactive content,

or if no filter matches with said viewer's profile so as to consider a default content.

3. The method according to claim 1 wherein said interactive contents represent different logotypes.

4. The method according to claims 1 to 3 wherein it also comprises a step of transmitting the filled electronic form via

said return path to the service provider.

5. The method according to claims 1 to 4 wherein the electronic form defines a predefined format of said viewer's

profile containing a qualitative criterion and/or a quantitative criterion so as to apply different order relations on each

one of said criterion for performing the comparison step.

6. An interactive terminal in an interactive multimedia system comprising a plurality of interactive terminals (1 60), each

one containing a memory that stores a viewer's profile, a broadcasting network (120) and a return path network

(140), said broadcasting network receiving audio/video data and interactive data including a plurality of interactive

contents, wherein said interactive data can be executed so as to return back a signal on said return path network;

said interactive torminal comprising :

- means for entering a viewer's profile by filling a received electronic form,

- means for receiving audio/video data multiplexed with two or more filters each corresponding to a selected

category of viewers and to one of said interactive contents;

- means for comparing sequentially said filters to said viewer's profile stored in the interactive terminal memory;

and
- means for executing one of said interactive contents if the corresponding filter matches with the viewer's profile,
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so as to allow an interactive connection

characterised in that: said electronic form is requested by the viewer and is received via the return path network

(140).

7. The interactive terminal according to claim 6 wherein it further comprises means for executing a default content if

none of said filters matches the viewer's profile stored.

8. The apparatus according to claim 6 or 7 wherein said filter and viewer's profile have a predefined format that

comprises a plurality of qualitative or quantitative criteria values.

9. The apparatus according to any one of the previous claims 6 to 8 wherein said audio/video data are multiplexed

with a plurality of filters and wherein said comparing means compares said plurality of received filters to each said

viewer's profile stored in the interactive terminal memory.

Patentanspruche

1. Verfahren zur Auswahl von wenigstens einer Kategorie von Zuschauern in einem interaktiven Multimediasystem,

das eine Mehrzahl von interaktiven Endgeraten (160) umfasst, wobei jedes einzelne einen Speicher, derdas Profil

eines Benutzers speichert, ein Rundfunknetzwerk (120) und ein Ruckkanal-Netzwerkwerk enthalt, das Rund-

funknetzwerk Audio/Videodaten und interaktive Daten empfangt, die eine Mehrzahl interaktiver Inhalte einschlieGen,

wobei die interaktiven Daten so ausgefuhrt werden konnen, dass sie ein Signal auf dem Ruckkanal-Netzwerk

zurucksenden und das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Eingabe eines Benutzerprofils, dasdurch Ausfullen eines empfangenen elektronischen Formblattes ausgefuhrt

wird, und das Benutzerprofil in dem interaktiven Endgeratespeicher gespeichert wird;

- Empfang (200) von mit zwei oder mehr Filtern gleichzeitig gesandter Audio/Videodaten, wobei jedes einer

ausgewahlten Kategorie von Benutzern und einer der interaktiven Inhalte entspricht;

- sequentielles Vergleichen der Filter mit den Benutzerprofilen, die in einem interaktiven Endgeratespeicher

gespeichert sind;

- als Reaktion auf den Vergleich Ausfuhren (260) mit dem interaktiven Endgerat eins der interaktiven Inhalte,

wenn das entsprechende Filter zu dem gespeicherten Benutzerprofil passt, um so eine interaktive Verbindung

oder Streichen (240) des Filters zu ermoglichen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das

elektronische Formblatt durch den Benutzer angefordert wird und uber das Ruckkanalnetzwerk (140)empfangen

wird.

2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der sequentielle Vergleich zwischen den Filtern und den Benutzerprofilen

aufhort, wenn eins der Filter zu dem Benutzerprofil passt, um so den korrespondierenden interaktiven Inhalt in

Betracht zu Ziehen, oder, wenn kein Filter zu dem Benutzerprofil passt, einen Standardinhalt anzunehmen.

3. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei die interaktiven Inhalte unterschiedliche Logos darstellen.

4. Das Verfahren nach Anspruchen 1 bis 3, wobei es auch einen Schritt der Ubertragung des ausgefullten elektronischen

Formblattes uber den Ruckkanal zu dem Dienstleister umfasst.

5. Das Verfahren nach Anspruchen 1 bis 4, wobei das elektronische Formblatt ein vorbestimmtes Format des Benut-

zerprofils festlegt, das ein qualitatives und/oder ein quantitatives Kriterium enthalt, um so unterschiedliche Ord-

nungsbeziehungen auf jedes einzelne der Kriterien anzuwenden, um den Vergleichsschritt auszufuhren.

6. Ein interaktives Endgerat in einem interaktiven Multimediasystem, das eine Mehrzahl von interaktiven Endgeraten

(1 60) umfasst, jedes einzelne einen Speicher, der das Profil eines Benutzers speichert, ein Rundfunknetzwerk (1 20)

und ein Ruckkanal-Netzwerk (140) enthalt, das Rundfunknetzwerk Audio/Videodaten und interaktive Daten emp-
fangt, die eine Mehrzahl interaktiver Inhalte einschlieGen, wobei die interaktiven Daten ausgefuhrt werden konnen,

um ein Signal auf das Ruckkanalnetzwerk zuruckzusenden, und das interaktive Endgerat umfasst:

- Mittel zur Eingabe eines Benutzerprofils durch Ausfullen eines empfangenen elektronischen Formblattes;
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- Mittel zum Empfang von Audio/Videodaten, die mit zwei oder mehr Filtern gemultiplext sind, wobei jedes einer

ausgewahlten Kategorie von Benutzern und einem der interaktiven Inhalte entspricht;

- Mittel zum sequentiellen Vergleichen der Filter mit dem Benutzerprofil, das in dem Speicher des Endgerates

gespeichert ist; und
- Mittel zur Ausfuhrung eines der interaktiven Inhalte, wenn das entsprechende Filter zu dem Benutzerprofil

passt, um eine interaktive Verbindung zu erlauben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das elektronische Form-

blatt durch den Zuschauer angefordert wird und uber das Ruckkanal-Netzwerk (140) empfangen wird.

7. Das interaktive Endgerat nach Anspruch 6, wobei es weiter Mittel umfasst, um einen Standardinhalt auszufuhren,

wenn keines der Filter zu dem gespeicherten Benutzprofil passt.

8. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei das Filter und das Benutzerprofil ein vorbestimmtes Format haben,

das eine Mehrzahl von qualitativen oder quantitativen Kriterienwerten umfasst.

9. Die Vorrichtung nach irgendeinem der vorherigen Anspruche 6 bis 8, wobei die Audio/Videodaten mit einer Mehrzahl

von Filtern gemultiplext sind, und wobei die Mittel zum Vergleichen die Mehrzahl von empfangenen Filtern mit jedem

der gespeicherten Benutzerprofile vergleichen, die in dem Speicher des interaktiven Endgerates gespeichert sind.

Revendications

1. Methode pour la selection d'au moins une categorie de telespectateurs dans un systeme multimedia interactif

comprenant plusieurs terminaux interactifs (160), chacun contenant une memoire stockant un profil de telespecta-

teur, un reseaude diffusion (120) etun reseaude voie de retour(140), ledit reseau de diffusion recevantdes donnees

AudioNideo et des donnees interactives incluant plusieurs contenus interactifs, dans laquelle lesdites donnees

interactives peuvent etre executees de facon a renvoyer sur ledit reseau de voie de retour un signal ; ladite methode

comprenant les etapes suivantes :

- entree d'un profil de telespectateur cree en remplissant un formulaire electronique recu, le profil du telespec-

tateur etant stocke dans ladite memoire du terminal interactif

- reception (200) de donnees audio/video multiplexees a deux ou plusieurs filtres, chacun correspondant a une

categorie selectionnee de telespectateurs et a un desdits contenus interactifs
;

- comparaison (220) de maniere sequentielle desdits filtres au profil du telespectateur stocke dans une memoire

de terminal interactif ; et

- selon le resultat de ladite comparaison, execution (260) avec le terminal interactif d'un desdits contenus

interactifs si le filtre correspondant correspond au profil du telespectateur stocke, de maniere a permettre une

connexion interactive, ou a supprimer (240) ledit filtre,

caracterise en ce que :

ledit formulaire electronique est demande par le telespectateur et est recu via le reseau de voie de retour (1 40).

2. La methode selon la revendication 1 dans laquelle ladite comparaison sequentielle entre les filtres et le profil du

telespectateur se termine si un des dits filtres correspond au profil du dit telespectateur de facon a prendre en

compte le contenu interactif correspondant, ou si aucun filtre ne correspond au profil du dit telespectateur de facon

a prendre en compte un contenu par defaut.

3. La methode selon la revendication 1 dans laquelle lesdits contenus interactifs represented des logos differents.

4. La methode selon les revendications 1 a 3, laquelle comprend egalement une etape de transmission du formulaire

electronique rempli via ladite voie de retour au fournisseur de services.

5. La methode selon les revendications 1 a 4, dans laquelle le formulaire electronique definit un format predefini dudit

profil de telespectateur comprenant un criterequalitatif et/ou uncriterequantitatif de maniere a appliquer des relations

hierarchiques differentes a chacun des dits criteres pour I'execution de I'etape de comparaison.

6. Un terminal interactif dans un systeme multimedia interactif comprenant plusieurs terminaux interactifs (1 60), chacun

contenant une memoire stockant un profil de telespectateur, un reseau de diffusion (120) et un reseau de voie de
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retour (140), ledit reseau de diffusion recevant des donnees Audio/Video et des donnees interactives incluant

plusieurs contenus interactifs, dans lesquels lesdites donnees interactives peuvent etre executees de facon a ren-

voyer un signal sur ledit reseau de voie de retour ; ladite methode comprenant

:

- des moyens d'entree du profil d'un telespectateur en remplissant un formulaire electronique recu
;

- des moyens de reception de donnees audio/video multiplexers a deux ou plusieurs filtres, chacun correspon-

dant a une categorie selectionnee de telespectateurs et a un desdits contenus interactifs
;

- des moyens de comparaison de maniere sequentielle desdits filtres au profil du telespectateur stocke dans

la memoire du terminal interactif ; et

- des moyens d'execution d'un desdits contenus interactifs si le filtre correspondant correspond au profil du

telespectateur, de maniere a permettre une connexion interactive, caracterisee en ce que :

ledit formulaire electronique est demande par le telespectateur et envoye via le reseau de voie de retour

(140).

Le terminal interactif selon la revendication 6, lequel comprend les moyens d'execution d'un contenu par defaut si

aucun desdits filtres ne correspond au profil de telespectateur stocke.

L'appareil selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel lesdits filtre et profil du telespectateur ont un format predefini

comprenant plusieurs valeurs de criteres qualitatifs ou quantitatifs.

L'appareil selon I'une quelconque des revendications precedentes 6 a 8, dans lequel lesdites donnees audio/video

sont multiplexees a plusieurs filtres et dans lequel lesdits moyens de comparaison comparent ladite pluralite de

filtres recus a chacun desdits profils de telespectateur stockes dans la memoire du terminal interactif.
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